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Abstract

We present a rigorous model for secure reactive systems
in asynchronous networks with a sound cryptographic se-
mantics, supporting abstract specifications and the com-
position of secure systems. This enables modular proofs
of security, which is essential in bridging the gap between
the rigorous proof techniques of cryptography and tool-
supported formal proof techniques.

The model follows the general simulatability approach of
modern cryptography. A variety of network structures and
trust models can be described, such as static and adaptive
adversaries; some examples of this are given.

As an example of our specification methodology we pro-
vide an abstract and complete specification for Secure Mes-
sage Transmission, improving on recent results by Lynch,
and verify one concrete implementation. Our proof is based
on a general theorem on the security of encryption in a reac-
tive multi-user setting, generalizing a recent result by Bel-
lare et.al.

1. Introduction

In the early days of security research, cryptographic
protocols were designed using a simple iterative process:
someone proposed a protocol, someone else found an at-
tack, an improved version was proposed, and so on, until no
further attacks were found. Today it is commonly accepted
that this approach gives no security guarantee. Too many
seemingly simple and secure protocols have been found
flawed over the years. Moreover, problems liken-party key
agreement, fair contract signing, anonymous communica-
tion, electronic auctions or payments are just too complex
for this approach. Secure protocols—or more generally, se-
cure reactive systems—need a proof of security before be-
ing acceptable.

Both the cryptographic and the formal-methods commu-
nities are working on such proofs. The former aims at com-
plete and mathematically rigorous proofs, while the latter
aims at proofs in some formal proof system that can be au-
tomatically verified or even generated. Unfortunately, cur-
rent formal methods in security cannot be applied directly to
cryptographic proofs. Instead they abstract from most cryp-
tographic details, and therefore there is no guarantee thata
formally proven protocol is actually secure if implemented
with a cryptographically secure primitive [1, 26].

One of our goals is to link both approaches to get the
best overall results: proofs that allow abstraction and the
use of formal methods, but retain a sound cryptographic se-
mantics. Thus we provide a model that allows us to split
reactive systems into two layers: The lower layer is a cryp-
tographic system whose security can be rigorously proven
using standard cryptographic arguments. To the upper layer
it provides an abstract (and typically deterministic) service
that hides all cryptographic details. Relative to this abstract
service one can verify the upper layer using existing for-
mal methods. Since our model allows secure composition
(as shown in Theorem 4.1) one can conclude that the over-
all system is secure if the formally verified upper layer is
put on top of a cryptographically verified lower layer ([26]
provides more motivation for this approach).

In the following, we carry out this approach specifically
for asynchronous reactive systems. Reactive means that
the system interacts with its user many times (e.g., multi-
ple subprotocol executions). Essentially, we describe a sys-
tem by sets of asynchronously communicating probabilistic
state machines, connected via buffered channels. Honest
users and the adversary are explicitly represented by two
arbitrary machines,H andA, which can interact arbitrarily.
A reactive system,Sys0, is consideredat least as secure
asanother system,Sys1, written asSys0 ≥ Sys1, if what-
ever any adversaryA0 can do to any honest userH in Sys0,



some adversaryA1 can do to the sameH in Sys1 essentially
with the same probability. SystemSys0 is often a real sys-
tem using concrete cryptographic primitives, whileSys1 is
an ideal system, i.e., a specification, that does not depend
on any specific cryptographic implementation details and is
not realistic (e.g., one trusted machine), but secure by con-
struction.

The mechanics of our model are defined in Section 2.
Section 3 shows how to represent typical trust models (or
adversary structures), such as static threshold models and
adaptive adversaries, with secure, authenticated and inse-
cure channels. In Section 4 we show that secure systems
can be composed, i.e., our model supports modular security
proofs as outlined above.

In Section 5 we study Secure Message Transmission as
an example. We follow two main design principles:

1. The ideal system should provide abstract interfaces,
hiding all cryptographic details.This keeps the specifica-
tion independent of the implementation, which is desirable
when higher-layer protocols are based on the service. For
instance, in order to send messages secretly from one user
to another there is no need to ask the user to input crypto-
graphic keys or to output ciphertexts to him; those can be
generated, exchanged and processed completely within the
system.1

2. The ideal system needs to explicitly specify all tol-
erable imperfections.In order to improve efficiency one
often accepts certain imperfections. For instance, a typi-
cal practical implementation of secure message transmis-
sion only conceals the contents of messages, but does not
hide who communicates with whom, which would be much
more costly to implement. In a simulatability-based ap-
proach one has to include all such tolerable imperfections
in the specification of an ideal system, and they should also
be abstract.

The proof of the real system in Section 5 uses a theo-
rem (Theorem 5.2) that extends the security of public-key
encryption in multi-user settings, which might be of inde-
pendent interest. It captures what is often called a “standard
hybrid argument” in cryptography, and generalizes a result
from [4].

Related Literature. Several researchers pursue the goal
of providing security proofs that allow the use of formal
methods, but retain a sound cryptographic semantics: In
[21, 22] the cryptographic security of specific systems is
directly defined and verified using a formal language (π-
calculus), but without providing abstractions (their specifi-
cations essentially comprise the actual protocols including
all cryptographic details) and without tool support (as even

1In a simulatability-based definition it would not even be possible to
have keys in the interface and to be implementation-independent because
keys of different implementations are distinguishable.

the specifications involve ad-hoc notations, e.g., for gener-
ating random primes). [24] has quite a similar motivation to
our paper. However, cryptographic systems are restricted to
the usual equational specifications (following [11]) and the
semantics is not probabilistic. Hence the abstraction from
cryptography is no more faithful than in other papers on
formal methods in security. Moreover, only passive adver-
saries are considered and only one class of users (“envi-
ronment”). The author actually remarks that the model of
what the adversary learns from the environment is not yet
general, and that general theorems for the abstraction from
probabilism would be useful. Our model solves both these
problems. In [1] it is shown that a slight variation of the
standard Dolev-Yao abstraction [11] is cryptographically
faithful specifically for symmetric encryption, but only un-
der passive attacks.

Our security definitions follow the general simulatability
approach of modern cryptography, which was first used in
secure function evaluation [3, 15, 25, 34], and subsequently
also for specific reactive problems (e.g., [5, 10, 12]) and
for the construction of generic solutions for large classes
of reactive problems [19, 14, 20] (usually yielding ineffi-
cient solutions and assuming that all parties take part in all
subprotocols). General models for reactive systems have
been proposed (after some earlier sketches, in particular in
[19, 29, 8]) in [21, 22, 20, 27, 30]. The last three are syn-
chronous, while the first two are in a somewhat simplified
timing model with uniform choice among certain classes of
unrelated possible events. Among the reactive models, the
only composition theorem so far is in [30], i.e., we present
the first asynchronous one in the current paper. Our model
is based on [27, 30], except for the timing aspects. Those
can be seen as extensions of [33, 7, 22], see Section 2.

Independently and concurrently to this work, Ran
Canetti developed a model that roughly corresponds to stan-
dard cryptographic systems as discussed in Section 3.2,
with polynomial-time users and adversaries, and authenti-
cated channels only [9]. The model is less rigorously de-
fined than the model presented here. Security is defined in
terms of universal simulatability only (see Definition 2.12),
which allows to securely compose a polynomial number of
identical systems.

Several specifications for secure message transmissions
have been proposed, as examples of general models. The
specification in [21] is formal but specific for one concrete
protocol and comprises all cryptographic details, i.e., itis
not abstract and its intuitive correctness is relatively diffi-
cult to verify. Our concrete specification is quite close to
that in [24], but we had to introduce the tolerable imper-
fections. Actually, the implementation in [24] has the same
imperfections. They do not show up in the proof because
the definition of “a system implements another one,” used in
place of our “as secure as” is weaker: Secrecy is defined as



a property that the adversary cannot learn certain messages,
but here the information leaked is not entire messages.

2. Asynchronous Reactive Systems

In this section, we present our model for secure reactive
systems in an asynchronous network.

Our machine model is probabilistic state-transition ma-
chines, similar to probabilistic I/O automata as sketched in
[23] (more details in [33]). A distinguishing feature in our
model of asynchronous executions is distributed schedul-
ing.

The standard way to fix the order of events in an asyn-
chronous system of probabilistic I/O automata is a proba-
bilistic scheduler that has full information about the system
[33]. The “standard” understanding in cryptology (closest
to a rigorous definition in [7]) is that the adversary sched-
ules everything, but only with realistic information. This
corresponds to making a certain subclass of schedulers ex-
plicit for the model from [33]. However, if one splits up
a machine into local submachines, or defines intermedi-
ate systems for the purposes of proof only, this may in-
troduce many schedules that do not correspond to a sched-
ule of the original system and therefore just complicate the
proofs. (The proof in Section 5 is of this type.) Our solu-
tion to this is a distributed definition of scheduling which al-
lows machines that have been scheduled to schedule certain
(statically fixed) other machines themselves. This does not
weaken the adversary’s power in real systems, because our
definition of standard cryptographic systems in Section 3
will not use this feature except for scheduling local subma-
chines.

Similar problems with purely adversarial scheduling
were already noted in [22]. They distinguish secure chan-
nels and schedule all those with uniform probability before
adversary-chosen events. However, that introduces a cer-
tain amount of global synchrony. Furthermore, we do not
require “local” scheduling for all secure channels; they may
be blindly scheduled by the adversary (i.e., without even
seeing if there are messages on the channel). For instance,
this models cases where the adversary has a global influence
on relative network speed.

2.1. General System Model

We now define a model of machines and executions of
collections of machines.

Let a finite alphabetΣ be given, letΣ∗ denote the strings
over it,ε the empty string, andΣ+ := Σ∗ \ {ε}. We assume
that!, ?,↔ ,/ 6∈ Σ.

Definition 2.1 (Ports)A port p is a triple(n, l, d) ∈ Σ+ ×
{ε,↔ ,/ } × {!, ?}. We call name(p) := n its name,

label(p) := l its label, anddir(p) := d its direction. We
can write the triples as concatenations without ambiguity.

We call a port(n, l, d) an in-port or out-port iffd = ? or
d = !, respectively. We call it a simple port, buffer port or
clock port iff l = ε,↔, or /, respectively.

For a setP of ports letout(P) := {p ∈ P | dir(p) = !}
and in(P) := {p ∈ P | dir(p) = ?}. We use the same
notation for sequences of ports (retaining the order).

By pc, the (low-level)complementof a portp, we denote
the port with which it connects according to Figure 1, i.e.,
n/!c := n/?, n!c := n↔?, andn↔!c := n? and vice versa.
Accordingly we define the complement of a set or sequence
of ports.

For simple ports, we also definepC , the high-level com-
plement, as the port connected top without counting the
buffer, i.e.,n?C := n! and vice versa. 3

Definition 2.2 (Machines and Schedulers)A machineis
a tupleM = (nameM,PortsM,StatesM, δM, IniM,FinM)
of a namenameM ∈ Σ+, a finite sequencePortsM of
ports, a setStatesM ⊆ Σ∗ of states, a probabilistic state-
transition functionδM, and setsIniM,FinM ⊆ StatesM

of initial and final states.2 The inputs are tuplesI =
(Ii)i=1,...,|in(PortsM)|, whereIi ∈ Σ∗ is the input for the
i-th in-port. Analogously, the outputs are tuplesO =
(Oi)i=1,...,|out(PortsM)|.3 The empty word,ε, denotes “no
in- or output.”

δM maps each pair(s, I) of a state and an input to a fi-
nite distribution over pairs(s′, O). If s ∈ FinM or I =
(ε, . . . , ε), thenδM(s, I) = (s, (ε, . . . , ε)) deterministically.

Let ports(M) denote the set of ports inPortsM, and for
a setM̂ of machines, letports(M̂ ) =

⋃
M∈M̂

PortsM. A
machineM is simpleif it has only simple ports and clock
out-ports. A machineM is calledmaster schedulerif it
has only simple ports and clock out-ports and the special
master-clockin-portclk/?.

For computational aspects, a machine is regarded as
implemented by a probabilistic interactive Turing ma-
chine [18], where each port is a communication tape. Its
complexity is measured in terms of the length of its ini-
tial state, represented as initial worktape content (oftena
security parameter). Termination respects the atomicity of
transactions, at least with respect to outputs. 3

Definition 2.3 (Buffers)For each nameq ∈ Σ+ we define
a specific machinẽq, called abuffer: q̃ has three ports,q/?,
q↔?, q↔! (clock, in, and out) (see Figure 1). The internal
state of̃q is a queue overΣ+ with random access. Initially
it is empty, and the set of final states is empty.

2We often use “M” also as the namenameM of M.
3This representation makesδM independent of the port names. Below,

we also define the view of a machine independently of the port names.
Hence we can rename ports in some proofs without changing theviews.
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Figure 1. Ports and buffers.

For each state transition, ifq↔? carries a non-empty in-
putx thenδq̃ appends this inputx to the queue. Ifq/? car-
ries a non-empty input, it is interpreted as a numberi ∈ N

and thei-th element is retrieved (where1 indicates the old-
est one), removed from the queue, and output atq↔!. (This
might be the element just appended.) If there are fewer ele-
ments, the result isε.

A polynomial-time buffer̃q accepts only a polynomial
number of inputs, and truncates each input after a polyno-
mial number of symbols before appending it to its queue.4

3

Definition 2.4 (Collections)A collectionC is a finite set of
machines with pairwise different machine names, disjoint
sets of ports, and where all machines are simple or master
schedulers or buffers. It is called polynomial-time if all its
machines are polynomial-time.

Each set of low-level complementary ports{p, pc} ⊆
ports(C ) is called alow-level connection,and the set of
them thelow-level connection graphgr(C ). By free(C )
we denote thefree ports in this graph, i.e.,ports(C ) \
ports(C )c. A set of high-level complementary simple ports
{p, pC} ⊆ ports(C ) is called ahigh-level connection,and
the set of them thehigh-level connection graphGr(C ).

A collection isclosedif free(C ) = {clk/?}.
Thecompletion[C ] of a collectionC is the smallest col-

lection that comprisesC and the corresponding buffer for
each simple or clock out-portq ∈ ports(C ).

If q̃, M ∈ C andq/! ∈ ports(M) then we callM the
scheduler for buffer̃q (in C ). 3

Now we define the probability space of runs (or “execu-
tions” or “traces”) of a closed collection.

Definition 2.5 (Runs)Given a closed collectionC with
master schedulerX and a tupleini ∈ Ini := ×M∈C IniM
of initial states, the probability space ofruns is defined as
follows:

4The size of messages received from the adversary might be unlimited.
Hence the buffer’s view is not naturally of polynomial size.By letting q̃

truncate these inputs, all other machines receive only polynomial-length
inputs, i.e., this technical problem arises only for buffers.

Each run is a sequence ofstepsinductively defined by
the following algorithm. The algorithm uses a variable
curr sched over machine names; initiallycurr sched :=
X. It also treats each port like a variable overΣ∗. All
ports are initialized withε, exceptclk/? := 1. Probabilistic
choices occur in Phase (2) only and are made by the ma-
chines themselves.

1. Termination: If X is in a final state, the runstops.

2. Switch current scheduler: We switch machineM :=
curr sched and then assignε to all in-ports of M
(which might includeclk/?).

3. Save messages fromM in buffers: We switch each
bufferp̃ wherep! is a simple out-port ofM, in the given
order of these ports, with inputsp/? := ε andp↔? :=
p!. Then we assignε to all these portsp! andp↔?.

4. Determine next scheduler:If at least one clock out-
port of M carries a value6= ε, then letq/! denote the
first such port, andM′ the unique machine withq? ∈
ports(M′). We setcurr sched := M′ and assignε to
all other clock out-ports ofM.

Otherwise we setcurr sched := X andclk/? := 1 and
go back to Phase (1).

5. Retrieve scheduled message forM′: We switch q̃

with input q/? := q/! andq↔? := ε, setq? := q↔!
and assignε to all ports ofq̃, and toq/!. We go back
to Phase (1).

Whenever a machine (this may be a buffer) with
name nameM is switched from (sM, IM) to (s′M, OM)
with non-final sM and non-empty inputIM, we add
(nameM, sM, IM, s′M, OM) to the run. This gives a family
of random variables

runC = (runC ,ini)ini∈Ini .

For a numberl ∈ N, l-step prefixesrunC ,ini,l of runs are
defined in the obvious way. For a functionl : Ini → N, this
gives a familyrunC ,l = (runC ,ini,l(ini))ini∈Ini . 3

Definition 2.6 (View)The view of a subset̂M of a closed
collectionC in a runr is the restriction ofr to M̂ . Restric-
tion means that all steps(name, s, I, s′, O) wherename is
the name of a machineM 6∈ M̂ are deleted fromr.

This gives a family of random variables

viewC (M̂ ) = (viewC ,ini(M̂ ))ini∈Ini ,

and similarly forl-step prefixes. 3



2.2. Security-Specific System Model

Now we define specific collections for security purposes,
first the system part and then the environment, i.e., users and
adversaries. Typically, a cryptographic system is described
by an intended structure, and the actual structures are de-
rived using a trust model (see Section 3). However, as a
wide range of trust models is possible, we keep the remain-
ing definitions independent of them.

Definition 2.7 (Structures and Systems)A structure is a
pair struc = (M̂ ,S ) where M̂ is a collection of sim-
ple machines calledcorrect machines, andS ⊆ free([M̂ ])
is called specified ports. Let S̄ := free([M̂ ]) \ S and
forb(M̂ ,S ) := ports(M̂ ) ∪ S̄ c. A systemSys is a set of
structures. A system is polynomial-time iff all its collec-
tionsM̂ are. 3

The separation of the free ports into specified ports and
others is an important feature of our particular reactive sim-
ulatability definitions. The specified ports are those where
a certain service is guaranteed. Typical examples of inputs
at specified ports are “send messagem to id ” for a message
transmission system or “pay amountx to id ” for a payment
system. The ports in̄S are additionally available for the
adversary. The ports inforb(M̂ ,S ) will therefore be for-
bidden for an honest user to have. In the simulatability def-
inition below, only the events at specified ports have to be
simulated one by one. This allowsabstractspecifications
of systems withtolerable imperfections. See Section 5 for
an example (and [27, 28] for more).

Definition 2.8 (Configuration)A configurationconf of a
systemSys is a tuple(M̂ ,S , H, A) where(M̂ ,S ) ∈ Sys is
a structure,H is a simple machine without forbidden ports,
ports(H)∩forb(M̂ ,S ) = ∅, and the completionC := [M̂ ∪
{H, A}] is a closed collection with master schedulerA.

The set of all configurations is writtenConf(Sys), and
those with polynomial-time userH and adversaryA are
calledConfpoly(Sys). “poly” is omitted if it is clear from
the context. Runs and views of a configuration are defined
as those ofC , see Definitions 2.5 and 2.6.

Typically, the initial states of all machines are only a se-
curity parameterk (in unary representation). Then we con-
sider the families of runs and views restricted to the subset
Ini ′ = {(1k)M∈C |k ∈ N} of Ini , and writerunconf and
view conf (M̂ ) for runC andviewC (M̂ ) restricted toIni ′,
and similar forl-step prefixes. Furthermore,Ini ′ is identi-
fied withN; hence one can writerunconf ,k etc. 3

Remark 2.1.The condition on the ports ofH in a config-
uration is equivalent toports(H) ∩ ports(M̂ ) = ∅ and
ports(H)c ∩ ports([M̂ ]) ⊆ S . ◦

2.3. Simulatability

We now define the security of a systemSys1 relative to
another systemSys2. Typically, we only want to compare
each structure ofSys1 with certain corresponding structures
in Sys2. What “corresponding” means can be specified by
a mappingf ; we just require that only structures with the
same set of specified ports correspond. An instantiation of
f is usually derived from the trust model, see Section 3.

Definition 2.9 (Valid Mapping)A function f from a sys-
tem Sys1 to the powerset of a systemSys2 is called a
valid mappingif S1 = S2 for all structures(M̂1,S1) and
(M̂2,S2) ∈ f(M̂1,S1).

Given Sys2 and f , the set Conff (Sys1) contains
those configurations(M̂1,S , H, A1) ∈ Conf(Sys1) where
ports(H) ∩ forb(M̂2,S ) = ∅ for all (M̂2,S ) ∈ f(M̂1,S );
we call themsuitable configurations. 3

Remark 2.2.For a valid mappingf , we have S c ∩
forb(M̂i,S ) = ∅ for i = 1, 2, i.e., the ports that users are
intended to use are not at the same time forbidden (also not
in the corresponding structures of the other system).5

Remark 2.3.With regard toSys1 alone, the restriction to
suitable configurations is w.l.o.g.: For everyconf 1 =
(M̂1,S , H, A1) ∈ Conf(Sys1) \ Conff (Sys1), there is a
configurationconf f,1 = (M̂1,S , Hf , Af,1) ∈ Conff (Sys1)
such thatview conf f,1

(Hf) = view conf 1
(H). ◦

For two families(vark)k∈N and (var′k)k∈N of random
variables (or probability distributions) let “=”, “≈SMALL”,
“≈poly” denote perfect indistinguishability, statistical indis-
tinguishability (for a classSMALL of functions fromN to
R≥0), and computational indistinguishability, respectively
[35]. We write≈ if we want to treat all cases together. The
following definition captures that whatever an adversary can
achieve in the real system against certain honest users, an-
other adversary can achieve against the same honest users
in the ideal system. A typical situation is illustrated in Fig-
ure 2.

Definition 2.10 (Simulatability) Let systemsSys1 and
Sys2 with a valid mappingf be given.

a) We saySys1 ≥
f,perf
sec Sys2 (perfectly at least as se-

cure as) if for every configurationconf 1 = (M̂1,S ,
H, A1) ∈ Conff (Sys1), there exists a configura-
tion conf 2 = (M̂2,S , H, A2) ∈ Conf(Sys2) with
(M̂2,S ) ∈ f(M̂1,S ) (and the sameH) such that

view conf 1
(H) = view conf 2

(H).

5In [30], the condition on a valid mapping is a generalizationof this
condition to mappings that allow different setsS1 andS2 and more general
users. The stronger requirements here simplify the presentation and are
sufficient for all cryptographic examples we considered. See [27] for a
non-cryptographic example withS1 6= S2.
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Figure 2. Example of simulatability.

b) We saySys1 ≥
f,SMALL
sec Sys2 (statistically at least

as secure as) for a classSMALL if the same as in a)
holds with statistical indistinguishability of all families
view conf 1,l(H) and view conf 2,l(H) of l-step prefixes
of the views for polynomialsl.

c) We saySys1 ≥
f,poly
sec Sys2 (computationally at least as

secure as) if the same as in a) holds with configurations
from Conf

f
poly(Sys1) andConfpoly(Sys2) and compu-

tational indistinguishability of the families of views.

In all cases, we callconf 2 an indistinguishable config-
uration forconf 1. Where the difference between the types
of security is irrelevant, we simply write≥f

sec, and we omit
the indicesf andsec if they are clear from the context.3

2.4. Basic Lemmas and Blackbox Simulation

An essential ingredient in the composition theorem and
other uses of the model is a notion of combining several
machines into one, and a lemma that this makes no essential
difference in views.

Definition 2.11 (Combination of Machines)Let C be a
collection without buffers, and̂D ⊆ C . We define the
combinationof D̂ into one machineD:

• The name ofD is chosen arbitrarily, but different from
the names of the machines inC , and PortsD :=
ports(D̂) (in an arbitrary order).

• D has all machines in̂D as sub-machines:StatesD :=
×M∈D̂StatesM, andδD is defined by applying the tran-
sition functions of all sub-machines to the correspond-
ing substates and inputs, unlessD has reached a final
state (see below). In that case,δD does not change the
state anymore and produces no output.

• The initial states areIniD := ×M∈D̂IniM. If there is

a master schedulerX ∈ D̂ thenFinD is the set of all
states ofD whereX is in a state fromFinX. Otherwise
D stops as soon asall sub-machines stopped:FinD :=
×M∈D̂FinM. 3

Lemma 2.1 (Combination of Machines)With the notation
of Definition 2.11:

1. If [C ] is closed then[C \ D̂ ∪ {D}] is closed as well.

2. The view of any set of original machines inC \D̂∪{D}
is the same as inC . This includes the view of the
submachines inD, which is well-defined (givenC and
D̂).

3. If all machines in̂D are poly-time, then so isD. 2

Definition 2.11 allows us to add the notion of blackbox
simulatability to Definition 2.10:

Definition 2.12 (Universal and Blackbox Simulatability)
Universal simulatability means thatA2 in Definition 2.10
does not depend onH (only onM̂1, S , andA1).

Blackbox simulatability means thatA2 is a simulatorSim

with a machineA′
1 as a blackbox sub-machine, whereA′

1 is
identical toA1 except for renamed and relabeled ports, and
Sim depends at most on̂M1, S andports(A1). 3

Lemma 2.2 (Transitivity) If Sys1 ≥
f1 Sys2 andSys2 ≥

f2

Sys3, thenSys1 ≥
f3 Sys3, wheref3 := f2 ◦ f1 is defined

in a natural way as follows:f3(M̂1,S ) is the union of the
setsf2(M̂2,S ) with (M̂2,S ) ∈ f1(M̂1,S ). This holds for
perfect, statistical and computational security, and alsofor
universal and blackbox simulatability. 2

These lemmas are proven in the full version [31].

3. Standard Cryptographic Systems

We are now ready to define the specific class of standard
cryptographic systems. The intuition behind this class is
that in a real systemSys, there is one machine per human
system participant, and each machine is correct if and only
if its owner is honest. The system is derived from anin-
tended structure(M̂ ∗,S ∗) and atrust model. We consider
two variants: static and adaptive adversaries.

3.1. Systems with Static Adversary Model

We define that all buffers that connect different machines
are scheduled by the adversary. We only allowMu to sched-
ule buffers that transport messages from itself to itself, and
require all these connections to be secure: this allows us to
define a machineMu as a combination of (local) subma-
chines.

Definition 3.1 (Standard Cryptographic Systems)A stan-
dard cryptographic structureis a structure(M̂ ∗,S ∗) where
M̂ ∗ = {M1, . . . , Mn} and S ∗c = {inu !, outu?|u =



1, . . . , n}, whereinu? andoutu ! are ports of machineMu.6

Each machineMu is simple, and for all namesp, if p/! ∈
ports(Mu) thenp?, p! ∈ ports(Mu).

A standard trust modelfor such a structure consists of an
access structure,ACC, and a channel model,χ. ACC is a set
of subsetsH of {1, . . . , n}, closed under insertion, and de-
notes the possible sets of correct machines.7 χ is a mapping
χ : Gr(M̂ ∗) → {s, a, i}. It characterizes each high-level
connection as secure (private and authentic), authenticated
(only authentic), or insecure (neither private nor authentic).
We require that if a connectionc connects a machineMu

with itself thenχ(c) = s.
Given such a structure and trust model, the cor-

respondingstandard cryptographic systemis Sys :=
{(M̂H,SH)|H ∈ ACC} with S c

H := {inu !, outu?|u ∈ H}

andM̂H := {Mu,H|u ∈ H}, whereMu,H is derived from
Mu as follows:

• The portsinu? andoutu ! and all clock ports are un-
changed.

• Consider a simple portp ∈ ports(Mu)\ {inu?, outu !},
wherepC ∈ ports(Mv) with v ∈ H, i.e.,c = {p, pC}
is a high-level connection between two correct ma-
chines:

– If χ(c) = s (secure),p is unchanged.

– If χ(c) = a (authenticated) andp is an output
port,Mu,H gets an additional new portpd, where
it duplicates the outputs atp.8 This port automat-
ically remains free, and thus the adversary con-
nects to it. Ifp is an input port, it is unchanged.

– If χ(c) = i (insecure) andp is an input port,p
is replaced by a new portpa. (Thus the adver-
sary can get the outputs frompC and make the
inputs topa and thus completely control the con-
nection.) Ifp is an output port, it is unchanged.

• Consider a simple portp ∈ ports(Mu)\ {inu?, outu !},
wherepC 6∈ ports(Mv) for all v ∈ H: If p is an output
port, it is unchanged. If it is an input port, it is renamed
into pa. (In both cases the adversary can connect to it.)
3

A typical ideal system is of the formSys2 =
{({THH},SH)|H ∈ ACC} with the same setsSH as in
the corresponding real systemSys1. The canonical map-
ping f between such systems is defined byf(M̂H,SH) =
{({THH},SH)} for allH.

6We have specified the complement ofS∗ because that is independent
of the buffer notation.

7Typical examples are threshold structuresACCt := {H ⊆
{1, . . . , n} | |H| ≥ t} for somet.

8This can be done by a trivial blackbox construction. We assume
w.l.o.g. that there is a systematic naming scheme for such new ports (e.g.,
appendingd) that does not clash with prior names.

3.2. Systems with Adaptive Adversary Model

Standard cryptographic systems as defined in the pre-
vious section are based on the intuition that it is a priori
clear who are the “bad guys” and who are the “good guys.”
In adaptive(or dynamic) adversary models the set of cor-
rupted machines can increase over time, e.g., because there
is a “master adversary” who has to hack into machines in
order to corrupt them [6, 8]. Adaptive adversary models are
more powerful than static ones, i.e., there are examples of
systems secure against static adversaries that are insecure
against adaptive adversaries who can corrupt the same sets
of machines [8].

Standard cryptographic systems with adaptive adversary
can easily be defined within our model: Such a system has
only one structure,(M̂ ,S ), derived from a single standard
cryptographic structure(M̂ ∗,S ∗). As before,M̂ ∗ is a set
{M1, . . . , Mn} andS ∗c = {inu !, outu?|u = 1, . . . , n}.

Let M′
u denote the machine derived fromMu. The

derivation is done with the access structureACC = {M}m
for M = {1, . . . , n} (all intended machines are present),
and an arbitrary channel modelχ satisfying that all connec-
tions from anMu to itself are secure.

Each M′
u receives an additional specified port,

corruptu?, intended for corruption requests. (Those
must be made via specified ports because the service will
change at least at the corresponding portsinu?, outu !
also in the ideal system.) EachM′

u also has two specific
portscor outu!, cor inu? for communication withA after
corruption. A newly corrupted machine sends a predefined
“corruption response”(corruption, σ) to A via cor outu!,
and from then on becomes “transparent:” Any inputm on
p? is translated into output(p?, m) on cor outu!, any input
(p!, m) on cor inu? is translated into outputm onp!.9

Two main types of corruption responsesσ are natural:

• σ is the current state ofM′
u.

• σ is the entire view ofM′
u. This corresponds to the

assumption that nothing can be erased reliably. Thus
every transition ofδMu

is modified inδM′
u

to store the
current step.

One may also extend this to different classes of storage,
e.g., to model the different vulnerability of session keys and
long-term keys.

In the ideal system, the trusted hostTH also accepts cor-
ruption requests. Tolerable sets of corrupted machines are
defined by an access structureACC∗ within TH: if the set
of corruption requests is no longer inACC∗, i.e., there were
“too many,” thenTH sends its state toA and gives all control

9Knowing the lifetimes of all intended machines in̂M one can easily
determine the lifetime ofM′

u so that it can forward messages as long as
some non-corrupted machine would still be able to receive orsend them.



to A. Thus after this, the ideal system no longer guarantees
anything and simulation becomes trivial.

4. Composition

In this section, we show that the relation “at least as se-
cure as” is consistent with the composition of systems. The
basic idea is the following: Assume that we have proven
that a systemSys0 is as secure as another systemSys ′0 (typ-
ically an ideal system used as a specification). Now we
would like to useSys0 as a secure replacement forSys ′0,
i.e., as an implementation of the specificationSys ′0.

Usually, replacingSys ′0 means that we have another sys-
tem Sys1 that usesSys ′0; we call this compositionSys∗.
Inside Sys∗ we want to useSys0 instead, which gives a
compositionSys#. HenceSys# is typically a completely
real system, whileSys∗ is partly ideal. Intuitively we ex-
pectSys# to be at least as secure asSys∗. The situation is
shown in the left and middle part of Figure 3.

Sys0

≥f#Sys1

Sys#

Sys'0

Sys1

Sys*

≥f1 Sys'

≥f0

≥f

Figure 3. Composition theorem and its use
in a modular proof: The left and middle part
show the statement of Theorem 4.1, the right
part Corollary 4.1.

The remainder of this section is quite similar to the cor-
responding section of [30] for the synchronous case.

We define composition for every numbern of systems
Sys1, . . . ,Sysn. We do not provide a composition opera-
tor that produces one specific composition. The reason is
that one typically does not want to compose every structure
of one system with every structure of the others, but only
with certain matching ones. For instance, if the individual
machines ofSys2 are implemented on the same physical
devices as those ofSys1, as usual in a layered distributed
system, we only compose structures corresponding to the
same set of corrupted machines. However, this is not the
only conceivable situation. Hence we allow many different
compositions.

Definition 4.1 (Composition)The composition of struc-
tures and of systems is defined as follows: We call struc-
tures (M̂1,S1), . . . , (M̂n,Sn) composableif ports(M̂i) ∩
forb(M̂j ,Sj) = ∅ andSi ∩ free([M̂j ]) = Sj ∩ free([M̂i])

for all i 6= j.10 We then define their composition as
(M̂1,S1)|| . . . ||(M̂n,Sn) := (M̂ ,S ) with M̂ = M̂1 ∪ . . . ∪
M̂n andS = (S1 ∪ . . . ∪ Sn) ∩ free([M̂ ]).

We call a systemSys a composition ofSys1, . . . ,Sysn

and write Sys ∈ Sys1 × · · · × Sysn if each struc-
ture (M̂ ,S ) ∈ Sys has a unique representation(M̂ ,S )
= (M̂1,S1)|| . . . ||(M̂n,Sn) with composable structures
(M̂i,Si) ∈ Sysi for i = 1, . . . , n.

We then call(M̂i,Si) the restriction of(M̂ ,S ) to Sysi

and write(M̂i,Si) = (M̂ ,S )dSysi
. 3

Remark 4.1.For all compositions of structures, we have
[M̂ ] = [M̂1]∪. . .∪[M̂n] andfree([M̂ ]) ⊆ free([M̂1])∪. . .∪
free([M̂n]). We also haveS = free([M̂ ]) \ (S̄1∪ . . .∪ S̄n).
◦

The following theorem shows that modular proofs are
indeed possible. Recall that the situation is shown in the left
and middle part of Figure 3. The main issue in formulating
the theorem is to characterizeSys#, i.e., to formulate what
it means thatSys0 replacesSys ′0.

Theorem 4.1 (Secure Two-system Composition)Let sys-
temsSys0, Sys ′0, Sys1 and a valid mappingf0 be given with
Sys0 ≥

f0 Sys ′0. Let compositionsSys# ∈ Sys0×Sys1 and
Sys∗ ∈ Sys ′0×Sys1 be given that fulfil the following struc-
tural conditions:

For every structure(M̂ #,S ) ∈ Sys# with restric-
tions (M̂i,Si) = (M̂ #,S )dSysi

and every(M̂ ′
0,S0) ∈

f0(M̂0,S0), the composition(M̂ ′
0,S0)||(M̂1,S1) exists, lies

in Sys∗, and fulfilsports(M̂ ′
0) ∩ S c

1 = ports(M̂0) ∩ S c
1 .

Let f# denote the function that maps each(M̂ #,S ) to
the set of these compositions. Then we haveSys# ≥f#

Sys∗. This holds for perfect, statistical and, ifSys1 is
polynomial-time, for computational security, and also for
the universal and blackbox definitions. 2

Proof (sketch). First we have to show thatf# is a valid
mapping. This will be done in Step 0 below.

Then let a configurationconf # = (M̂ #,S , H, A#) ∈

Conff
#

(Sys#) be given and(M̂i,Si) := (M̂ #,S )dSysi
for

i = 0, 1. We have to show that there is an indistinguish-
able configurationconf ∗ ∈ Conf(Sys∗). The outline of the
proof is as follows; it is illustrated in Figure 4.

1. We combineH andM̂1 into a userH0 to obtain a con-
figuration conf 0 = (M̂0,S0, H, A0) ∈ Conf(Sys0)
where the view ofH as a submachine ofH0 is the same
as that inconf #.

10The first condition makes one system a valid user of another. The
second one excludes cases wherep ∈ free([M̂i]) ∩ free([M̂j ]) (e.g., a
clock port for a high-level connection between these systems) andp ∈ Si

butp 6∈ Sj .
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2. We show thatconf 0 ∈ Conff0(Sys0). Then by the
preconditionSys0 ≥

f0 Sys ′0, there is a configura-
tion conf ′

0 = (M̂ ′
0,S0, H0, A

′
0) ∈ Conf(Sys ′0) with

(M̂ ′
0,S0) ∈ f0(M̂0,S0) where the view ofH0 is indis-

tinguishable from that inconf 0.

3. We decomposeH0 into H andM̂1 again and derive a
configurationconf ∗ = (M̂ ∗,S , H, A∗) ∈ Conf(Sys∗)
where the view ofH equals that ofH as a submachine
of H0 in conf ′0.

4. We conclude thatconf ∗ is an indistinguishable config-
uration forconf #.

The following corollary finishes the definition and proof
of the situation shown in Figure 3: We now assume that
there is also a specificationSys ′ for the systemSys∗, as
shown in the left part of the figure.

Corollary 4.1 Consider five systems satisfying the pre-
conditions of Theorem 4.1, and a sixth one,Sys ′, with
Sys∗ ≥f1 Sys ′. ThenSys# ≥f Sys ′ wheref := f1 ◦ f#

as in the transitivity lemma. 2

5. Secure Message Transmission

In the following we present an ideal and a real system
for secure message transmission. The real system sends

messages over insecure channels, but for the initial key ex-
change authenticated channels might be used as well.

The specified notion of secure message transmission tol-
erates some imperfections: The adversary learns who com-
municates with whom and the length of the messages. He
can delay messages, and thus change their order arbitrarily
or even suppress them completely. He can replay messages,
i.e., if an honest useru received messagem from another
honest userv, the adversary can tricku into acceptingm
arbitrarily often (although the adversary might have no idea
whatm looks like).

We allow this to keep the possible real machines sim-
ple (stateless except for keys, and without dummy traffic).
Clearly, more complicated real systems can avoid some im-
perfections, although others cannot be avoided in a totally
asynchronous scenario. In particular one could add a layer
on top of our ideal system that detects replays or even en-
sures that messages are delivered in the correct sequence
(by discarding messages that are out of order). Security of
this new, composed system could easily be proven via the
composition theorem.

Notation for data structures. Form ∈ Σ∗ let len(m) de-
note the length ofm. A list, l = (x1, . . . , xk), is a sequence
of words fromΣ∗, itself encoded as a word fromΣ∗. We
also call fixed-length lists tuples. The exact encoding does
not matter as long as the numbersize(l) of elements inl and
these elements are efficiently retrievable. Furthermore, we
assume that the length of a list is (efficiently) computable
from the length of its elements. For a listl = (x1, . . . , xj)
we definel[i] := xi for 1 ≤ i ≤ j, andl[i] := ↓ for i > j,
where↓ is a distinct error symbol, i.e.,↓ 6∈ Σ. () denotes an
empty list. By “adding an element to a list” and similar for-
mulations we mean appending it at the end. By∃x ∈ l we
mean thatl[i] = x for somei. If we write this in a retrieval
operation, the first suchx is used.

5.1. The Ideal System

The ideal system is of the standard cryptographic type
described at the end of Section 3.1.

Scheme 5.1[Ideal System]Let n ∈ N and polynomials
L, s over N be given. Heren denotes the number of in-
tended participants ands(k) the maximum number of mes-
sages each user can send andL(k) the maximum message
length for the security parameterk. LetM := {1, . . . , n}.
An ideal system for secure message transmission is then de-
fined as

Sys
secmsg,ideal
n,s,L := {({THH},SH) | H ⊆ M},

where SH is given by the standard definitionS c
H :=

{inu !, outu? | u ∈ H}, andTHH is defined as follows.



WhenH is clear from the context, letA := M \ H de-
note the set of corrupted participant indices.

The ports of THH are {inu?, outu ! | u ∈ H} ∪
{insim?, outsim!, outsim

/!}.11 THH maintains three data
structures: An array(init∗u,v)u,v∈M over{0, 1} and an ar-
ray (sc∗u)u∈M over{0, . . . , s}, both initialized with 0 ev-
erywhere, and an array(deliver ∗

u,v)u,v∈M of lists, all ini-
tially empty.

The state-transition function ofTHH is defined by the
following rules. Inputs where no rule applies are ignored.
If an input triggers an output6= ε we say thatTHH accepts
this input.

Initialization.

• Send initialization: If THH receives (init) at inu? and
init∗u,u = 0, it outputs(initialized, u) at outsim!, 1 at
outsim

/!, and setsinit∗u,u := 1.

• Receive initialization from honest u: If THH re-
ceives (initialize, u, v) at insim?, u, v ∈ H and if
init∗u,v = 0, init∗u,u = 1, then it setsinit∗u,v := 1
and outputs(initialized, u) atoutv !.

• Receive initialization from dishonestu: If THH re-
ceives (initialize, u, v) at insim?, u ∈ A, v ∈ H,
init∗u,v = 0 then it setsinit∗u,v := 1 and outputs
(initialized, u) atoutv !.

Sending and receiving messages.

• Send: If THH receives an input(send, m, v) at inu?
andm ∈ Σ+, len(m) ≤ L(k), v ∈ M\{u}, init∗u,u =
1, init∗v,u = 1, andsc∗u < s(k), then it first setssc∗u :=
sc∗u + 1.

If v ∈ H, it determinesl := len(m) and i :=
size(deliver ∗

u,v) + 1, setsdeliver ∗
u,v[i] := m, and out-

puts(busy, u, i, l, v) atoutsim! and 1 atoutsim
/!.

If v ∈ A, it outputs(msg, u, m, v) at outsim! and 1 at
outsim

/!.

• Receive from honest party u: If THH receives
(select, u, i, v) at insim? andu, v ∈ H, init∗v,v = 1,
init∗u,v = 1, andm := deliver ∗

u,v[i] 6= ↓, then it out-
puts(received, u, m) atoutv !.

• Receive from dishonest partyu: If THH receives
(send, u, m, v) at insim? and u ∈ A, m ∈ Σ+,
len(m) ≤ L(k), v ∈ H, init∗v,v = 1 andinit∗u,v = 1,
then it outputs(received, u, m) atoutv !. 3

11The order of the ports in the sequencePortsTHH
does not matter be-

low, we can assume any canonical one; similar for the following machines.

THH is as abstract as we hoped for: It is deterministic
and contains no cryptographic objects at all. Its state-
transition function should be easy to express in any for-
mal language for automata provided it allows certain data
structures, which most such languages do. We could have
been even more abstract by omitting initialization (the ab-
straction of key exchange) and the bounds (and thus the
counters). However, in practice users will have to know
about initialization to provide authentic channels, and sev-
eral cryptographic schemes require upper bounds on the us-
age. Moreover, one can chooseL ands constant to makek
invisible.

5.2. The Real System

The real system uses asymmetric encryption and digital
signatures as cryptographic primitives; notation for themis
briefly introduced in Section 5.2.1. The scheme itself is de-
scribed in Section 5.2.2.

5.2.1. Primitives Used

The algorithms(genS, sign, test) denote a digital signature
scheme secure against existential forgery under adaptive
chosen-message attacks [17]. Let the overall message space
be Σ+ and, w.l.o.g.,false 6∈ Σ+. We write (sks , pks) ←
genS(1

k, 1s) for the generation of a secret signing key and
a public test key based on a security parameter,k ∈ N, and
the desired maximum number of signatures,s ∈ N. By
sig ← signsks,sc(m) we denote the (probabilistic) signing
of a messagem ∈ Σ+, wheresc ∈ {1, . . . , s} is a counter
value that has to be unique among the signatures generated
with sks . We assume thatsig is of the form(m, sig ′). Ver-
ification testpks(sig) returns eitherm (then we say that the
signature is valid) orfalse. We assume that the length of a
signature onm is a functionsig len(k, s, len(m)).

By (genE, E, D), we denote a public-key encryption
scheme secure against adaptive chosen-ciphertext attacks,
as introduced in [32] and formalized as “IND-CCA2” in [2].
We write (ske, pke) ← genE(1k) for the generation of an
encryption key and a decryption key. We denote the (prob-
abilistic) encryption of a messagem by c ← Epke(m), and
decryption bym ← Dske(c). The result may befalse for
wrong ciphertexts. We assume that messages of arbitrary
length can be encrypted, but the length need not be hidden,
and that the length ofc is a function ofk andlen(m).

We also need that upper bounds on the length of the re-
sults of all the algorithms (e.g., key generation) for everyk
are efficiently computable.

5.2.2. Real System for Secure Message Transmission

Scheme 5.2[Real System]Letn, s, L and consequentlyM
be given as in Scheme 5.1. Also let an encryption scheme
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Figure 5. Sketch of real system for secure
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and a signature scheme be given as above. The system is
a standard cryptographic system (Definition 3.1). ThusM̂ ∗

is a set{Mu|u ∈ M} andS ∗c := {inu !, outu?|u ∈ M}.
HereACC is the powerset ofM. Hence the system is of the
form

Sys
secmsg,real
n,s,L = {(M̂H,SH) | H ⊆ M}

with M̂H = {Mu,H|u ∈ H}.
The ports of machineMu are {inu?, outu !} ∪

{netu,v!, netv,u?|v ∈ M} ∪ {autu,v!, autv,u?|v ∈ M}.
The first ones are for the user, the second ones for normal
messages to and from eachMv, and the last ones for key ex-
change. High-level connections{netu,v!, netu,v?} are inse-
cure and{autu,v!, autu,v?} are authenticated. The resulting
high-level connection graph is sketched in Figure 5.

EachMu maintains an array(initv,u)v∈M of lists, which
are initially empty, and a counterscu initialized with 0. The
state-transition function ofMu is defined by the following
rules. Inputs where no rule applies are ignored. If an input
triggers an output6= ε we say thatMu acceptsthis input.

Initialization.

• Send initialization: If Mu receives (init) at inu?
and initu,u = (), then it generates two key pairs,
(sksu , pksu) ← genS(1

k, 1s(k)) and (skeu , pkeu) ←
genE(1k), outputs(pksu , pkeu ) at all portsautu,v !,
and setsinitu,u := (sksu , skeu).

• Receive initialization: If Mu receives(pksv , pkev )
(within the maximum length for a pair of public keys)
at autv ,u? and initv,u = (), then it setsinitv,u :=
(pksv , pkev ) and outputs(initialized, v) atoutu !.

Sending and receiving messages.

• Send: If Mu receives an input(send, m, v) at inu?,
with m ∈ Σ+, len(m) ≤ L(k), andv ∈M\ {u}, and
if initu,u = (sksu , skeu), initv,u = (pksv , pkev ), and
scu < s(k), then it setsscu := scu + 1 and

c← Epkev
(signsksu ,scu

(u, m, v)).

It outputsc atnetu,v !.

• Receive:If Mu receivesc atnetv ,u? (within the max-
imum length for a network message as above), and
initu,u = (sksu , skeu) and initv,u = (pksv , pkev ),
then Mu tries to parse c in the form Epkeu

(
signsksv ,scv

(v, m, u)). More precisely:

a) sig := Dskeu
(c). Abort if the result isfalse.

b) m′ := testpksv (sig). Abort if the result isfalse.

c) (v′, m, u′) := m′. Abort if this fails oru′ 6= u or
v′ 6= v.

If this succeeds, thenMu outputs(received, v, m) at
outu !. 3

5.3. Security of the Real System

We show that Scheme 5.2 is at least as secure as the ideal
Scheme 5.1.

Theorem 5.1 (Security of Secure Message Transmission)
For all n ∈ N and L, s ∈ N[x], Sys

secmsg,real
n,s,L ≥f,poly

sec

Sys
secmsg,ideal
n,s,L for the canonical mappingf from Sec-

tion 3.1, provided the signature and encryption schemes
used are secure. This holds with blackbox simulatability
(Definition 2.12). 2

The proof of Theorem 5.1 is given in Section 5.3.2. It is
based on Theorem 5.2, presented in Section 5.3.1.

5.3.1. General Simulatability of Public-key Encryption
in a Reactive Multi-user Setting

An essential cryptographic part of the proof of Theorem 5.1
is captured by Theorem 5.2, which extends the standard no-
tion of chosen-ciphertext security of public-key encryption
to a reactive multi-user setting, using a simulatability defi-
nition. A similar multi-user scenario has been considered in
[4], but no decryption request for any of the ciphertexts pro-
duced by a correct machine is allowed there. However, in
a reactive scenario like ours, most secret messages are also
decrypted by some correct machine and partial knowledge
may leak; hence the theorem is not immediately applicable.
We therefore define ideal machinesEncsim,H that encrypt



simulated messages, but honorall decryption requests by
table look-up of the intended messages. Then we can show
simulatability in our usual sense.12

Scheme 5.3[Encryption Systems] Let an encryption
scheme(genE, E, D) and parametersn ∈ N and skeys ,
sencs ∈ N[x] be given, whereskeys(k) denotes the max-
imum number of keys to be generated in the system and
sencs(k) the maximum number of encryptions per key, for
security parameterk. For everyl ∈ N, let msim,l denote a
fixed message fromΣl, say0l. We define two systems

• Sysenc,real
n,skeys ,sencs

:= {({EncH},Senc,H) | H ⊆ M},

• Sysenc,sim
n,skeys ,sencs

:= {({Encsim,H},Senc,H) | H ⊆M}.

For everyH, the ports are defined as follows:

• PortsEncH := PortsEncsim,H
:=

{inenc,u?, outenc,u !, outenc,u
/! | u ∈ H},

• S c
enc,H := {inenc,u !, inenc,u

/!, outenc,u? | u ∈ H}.13

Both machines have a security parameter,k, and main-
tain a key counterkc ∈ N, initially kc := 0, and initially
empty listskeys andciphers . The latter is used for the look-
up of intended cleartexts in the ideal system. The transition
functions are given as follows, where we assume that the
current input is made at portinenc,u?. The resulting output
goes tooutenc,u !, with outenc,u

/! := 1.

• Input (generate) for EncH and Encsim,H: If kc <
skeys(k) then{ kc := kc + 1; (ske, pke)← genE(1k);
add(u, kc, ske, pke, 0) to keys ; outputpke } else out-
put↓.

• Input(encrypt, pke, m) with pke, m ∈ Σ+ and within
the length bounds:

– for EncH: If ∃v, kc, ske, spke : (v, kc, ske, pke,
spke) ∈ keys ∧ spke < sencs(k) then{ spke :=
spke + 1; outputc← Epke(m) } else output↓.

– for Encsim,H: If ∃v, kc, ske, spke : (v, kc, ske,
pke, spke) ∈ keys ∧ spke < sencs(k) then {
spke := spke +1; outputc← Epke(msim,len(m));
add(m, pke, c) to ciphers } else output↓.

12For cryptographers, our theorem can also be seen as a formalization
of the notion of “a standard hybrid argument.” For a passive setting this
was done by Theorem 3.6 of [13]. However, in a reactive setting one has
to switch over from a real state to a “corresponding” ideal state, and there
is no general definition for this. In particular, it must be made clear how
decryption is handled in the hybrids. This is now well-defined at least for
those systems that use an encryption system only such that they can be
rewritten with our real encryption system.

13ThusS̄enc,H = ∅, i.e., the adversary is not connected with the correct
machines except via or in the place ofH. The fact that inputs are scheduled
by H, and outputs forH are scheduled by the system, allowsH to use the
system like a local subsystem which always returns a result immediately.

• Input (decrypt, pke, c) with pke, c ∈ Σ+ and within
the length bounds (note thatpke is used as a designator
of the desired private key):

– for EncH: If ∃kc, ske, spke : (u, kc, ske, pke ,
spke) ∈ keys then{ m ← Dske(c); outputm }
else output↓.

– for Encsim,H: If ∃kc, ske, spke : (u, kc, ske,
pke, spke) ∈ keys then{ If ∃m: (m, pke, c) ∈
ciphers then outputm else outputm← Dske(c)
} else output↓. 3

Note thatEncsim,H limits the capability to decrypt: If
(u, kc, ske, pke, 0) was added tokeys due to an input
(generate) at portinenc,u?, then(decrypt, pke, c) has an ef-
fect only if it is entered at the same port.

Theorem 5.2 (General Simulatability of Public-key En-
cryption)For alln ∈ N, skeys , sencs ∈ N[x], we have

Sysenc,real
n,skeys ,sencs

≥f,poly
sec Sysenc,sim

n,skeys ,sencs

for the canonical mappingf , provided the encryption
scheme used is secure against adaptive chosen-ciphertext
attacks. This holds with blackbox simulatability. 2

Proof. Let n, skeys , sencs andH be fixed. We use a sim-
ulator that executes its blackboxA1 without change, i.e.,
alwaysA2 = A1 =: A. The proof is a hybrid argument as
first used in [16], i.e., we construct intermediate systems
that differ only in one encryption each.

For every k ∈ N let Ik := ({1, . . . , skeys(k)} ×
{1, . . . , sencs(k)}) ∪ {α}, let <k be the lexicographic or-
der on Ik \ {α}, and α ≤k t for all t ∈ Ik. Let
predk(t) be the predecessor oft ∈ Ik relative to<k and
ω(k) := (skeys(k), sencs(k)).

For everyk ∈ N andt ∈ Ik, we define a hybrid machine
Enck,t,H. It is like Encsim,H with fixed initial input1k, ex-
cept whereEncsim,H carries outc ← Epke(msim ,len(m)):
Let t′ := (kc, spke) for the valueskc, spke at that moment.

• If t′ ≤k t, it setsc← Epke(m) like EncH;

• if t′ >k t, it setsc← Epke(msim,len(m)) like Encsim,H.

Clearly, eachEnck,α,H works likeEncsim,H on input1k.
Furthermore,Enck,ω(k),H works like EncH on input 1k:
EncH andEnck,ω(k),H produce identical outputs for inputs
(generate) and(encrypt, pke, m). Now consider an input
(decrypt, pke, c) at inenc,u? such that∃kc, ske, spke : (u, kc,
ske, pke, spke) ∈ keys (otherwise both output↓). If there
is no tuple(m, pke , c) in ciphers , both outputDske(c).
If there is, thenc has been generated byEnck,ω(k),H as
Epke(m). ThusDske(c) = m, and both machines output
m.



Assume for contradiction that the theorem is wrong
for the given parameters and machinesA and H. Let
confreal := ({EncH},Senc,H, H, A) and confsim similarly
with Encsim,H, and let collk,t denote the collection
{Enck,t,H, H, A}. (The initial inputs in these collections
are always1k.) Thus we assumeview confreal(H) 6≈poly

view confsim(H), and this implies

(view collk,ω(k)
(H))k∈N 6≈poly (view collk,α

(H))k∈N.

We abbreviateviewk,t := view collk,t
(H). The distinguisha-

bility means that a probabilistic polynomial-time distin-
guisher algorithm∆ andp ∈ N[x] exist such that for all
k in an infinite setK ⊆ N,

|P (∆(viewk,ω(k)) = 1)− P (∆(view k,α) = 1)| >
1

p(k)
.

We construct two almost identical adversariesAenc+ and
Aenc− on the encryption scheme; we writeAenc where state-
ments hold for both. On input1k, Aenc randomly selects
t ∈R Ik \ {α}, say,t = (kc, s′), receives a correctly cho-
sen public keypke, and can then interact with a decryption
oracleDec for this key.Aenc simulatescollk,t with the fol-
lowing exceptions:

• If H makes thekc-th input (generate), say at port
inenc,u?, thenAenc only adds(u, kc, 0, pke, 0) to keys .
Instead of operationsm ← Dske(c) corresponding to
this entry (identified bypke), it uses the decryption or-
acleDec.

• If H makes an input(encrypt, pke, m) which gets
the index t = (kc, s′), i.e., Aenc finds the en-
try (u, kc, 0, pke, s′ − 1) in keys , then Aenc sends
(m0, m1) := (m, msim,len(m)) to Dec. This oracle
flips a bit b ∈R {0, 1} and returnsc ← Epke(mb).
Aenc adds(m, pke, c) to ciphers .

At the end,Aenc runs∆ on the resulting view ofH, which
yields a bitb∗k. Aenc+ outputsb∗k, whereasAenc− outputs
1− b∗k (intuitively, this is a guess atb).

Note thatAenc never asksDec to decrypt the ciphertextc
from Dec (which would not be allowed), becauseAenc will
find (m, pke, c) in ciphers and outputm.

Let view
(b)
k denote the random variable of the view

of H in Aenc for parameterk and a specific bitb. Ab-
breviateprk,t := P (∆(viewk,t) = 1) and pr

(b)
k :=

P (∆(view
(b)
k ) = 1). For b = 0 the simulated run is gen-

erated like a run ofcollk,t and for b = 1 like a run of
collk,predk(t). With w(k) := skeys(k)sencs(k) we get:

pr
(0)
k =

1

w(k)

∑

t∈Ik\{α}

prk,t,

pr
(1)
k =

1

w(k)

∑

t∈Ik\{α}

prk,predk(t).

For allk ∈ K, this implies

|pr
(0)
k − pr

(1)
k | =

1

w(k)
|prk,ω(k) − prk,α|

>
1

w(k)p(k)
.

Thus

P (b∗k = b)

= P (b = 0 ∧∆(view
(b)
k ) = 0)

+ P (b = 1 ∧∆(view
(b)
k ) = 1)

=
1

2
(P (∆(view

(0)
k ) = 0) + P (∆(view

(1)
k ) = 1))

=
1

2
+

1

2
(pr

(1)
k − pr

(0)
k ).

Thus the success probability of eitherAenc+ or Aenc− is
larger than1/2 + 1/(2w(k)p(k)) for all k ∈ K. This is
the desired contradiction to the security of the encryption
system.

5.3.2. Proof (Sketch) of Theorem 5.1

We prove Theorem 5.1 in the following steps: In Part A we
rewrite the real system to use a reactive encryption system
Sysenc,real

n,skeys,sencs
from Scheme 5.3 instead of performing the

original encryption algorithms. This gives an intermediate
systemSys

secmsg,Enc
n,s,L , and we show that

Sys
secmsg,real
n,s,L ≥sec Sys

secmsg,Enc
n,s,L .

In Part B, we replace each machineEncH by Encsim,H to
get a new systemSys

secmsg,Encsim
n,s,L . We show that

Sys
secmsg,Enc
n,s,L ≥sec Sys

secmsg,Encsim
n,s,L .

In Part C we define a simulatorSimH that uses an adversary
from a configuration ofSys

secmsg,Encsim
n,s,L as a blackbox, re-

sulting in a configuration of the ideal systemSys
secmsg,ideal
n,s,L .

We show that this simulation is correct, i.e., that

Sys
secmsg,Encsim
n,s,L ≥sec Sys

secmsg,ideal
n,s,L .

In this part, we omit details for brevity. Theorem 5.1 follows
by the transitivity of≥sec.

Part A, Intermediate System: Real System Using En-
cryption Subsystem. We first define the intermediate sys-
temSys

secmsg,Enc
n,s,L . Its structures are of the form(M̂ ′

H,SH)

with M̂ ′
H = {EncH} ∪ {M′

u,H|u ∈ H}, see Figure 6.14

14This intermediate system is not “real” and only used in our proof;
hence it is no problem thatM′

u,H
makes explicit distinctions usingH be-

low.
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Figure 6. Real system rewritten with encryp-
tion subsystem. The dotted arrows connect
clock ports.

The parametern of the encryption subsystem is as in the
overall system andskeys(k) := n, sencs(k) := ns(k). Each
machineM′

u,H equalsMu,H with the following modifica-
tions:

• It has additional portsinenc,u !, inenc,u
/!, outenc,u? to

connect toEncH.

• In “Send initialization.” Instead of callinggenE, M′
u,H

outputs(generate) at inenc,u ! and 1 atinenc,u
/! and

waits until it receives a result atoutenc,u?.15 It uses
this result aspkeu . In initu,u it storespkeu instead of
skeu .

• In “Send.” If v ∈ H, instead of the computation of
c, it computessig ← signsksu ,scu

(u, m, v) and out-
puts(encrypt, pkev , sig) at inenc,u ! and 1 atinenc,u

/!.
It waits until it receives a result atoutenc,u?, which it
uses asc.

• In “Receive.” M′
u,H replaces Step a) of parsing by an

output(decrypt, pkeu , c) at inenc,u ! and 1 atinenc,u
/!.

It waits until it receives a result atoutenc,u?, which it
uses assig .

The views ofA andH in a configuration(M̂H,SH, H, A)
and(M̂ ′

H,SH, H, A) are clearly identical (perfectly indistin-
guishable), because the actions ofEncH on the given inputs
are precisely whatMu,H would have done at this point. In
particularskeys(k) is not exceeded because eachMu,H in-
puts (generate) at most once, controlled byinitu,u, and
sencs(k) is not exceeded for any key because eachMu,H

15More precisely it enters a state(wait, init) where it only reacts on
this input. As one easily sees from the scheduling that only this input can
arrive next, we treat the wait state together with the previous state; also in
the following cases.

inputs(encrypt, . . .) at mosts(k) times. The interactions
betweenEncH and the machinesM′

u,H are invisible forA.
Thus we have

Sys
secmsg,real
n,s,L ≥sec Sys

secmsg,Enc
n,s,L .

Part B, Replacing the Encryption System. In
Sys

secmsg,Enc
n,s,L , we want to replace each machineEncH

by Encsim,H to get a new systemSys
secmsg,Encsim
n,s,L .

We considerSys
secmsg,Enc
n,s,L as a composition ofSys0 :=

Sysenc,real
n,n,ns and a systemSys1 that is naturally defined as the

structures withoutEncH: The specified ports are those of
Sys

secmsg,real
n,s,L plus the low-level complements of the ports

of EncH. Then the conditions of Definition 4.1 are ful-
filled. As each machineEncsim,H has the same ports as
EncH, the definition ofSys

secmsg,Encsim
n,s,L as a composition of

Sys ′0 := Sysenc,sim
n,n,ns and the sameSys1 is clear and the pre-

conditions of the composition theorem, Theorem 4.1, are
fulfilled. In particular, all machinesM′

u,H are polynomial-
time in k. Hence Theorem 5.2 and Theorem 4.1 imply
Sys

secmsg,Enc
n,s,L ≥sec Sys

secmsg,Encsim
n,s,L (again with blackbox

simulatability).

Part C, Simulator. It remains to be shown that
Sys

secmsg,Encsim
n,s,L ≥sec Sys

secmsg,ideal
n,s,L . Intuitively, one re-

maining aspect is to show that the real messagesm, which
are still inputs toEncsim,H, but which are not output by
THH, are indeed not needed. This is a perfectly indistin-
guishable rewriting. The other aspect is to show that the
use of signatures guarantees authenticity as specified in the
ideal system.

Simulator SimH: We constructSimH as the combination
of several machines, see Figure 7. It uses the givenA as
a submachine, without any port renaming. (Although all
figures showH as using all the specified ports, the proof is
general.)

• Mux acts as a multiplexer/demultiplexerbetweenTHH

and other machines. It has portsinsim!, insim
/!, outsim?,

andin∗u !, in∗u
/! andout∗u? for eachu ∈ H. Basically,

it translates from the “top” to the “bottom” and vice
versa, immediately scheduling its outputs so that the
values simply “pass through:”

– Input (initialized, u) at outsim? / Output(init) at
in∗u ! and 1 atin∗u

/!.

– Input (busy, u, i, l, v) at outsim? / Output
(send blindly, i, l, v) at in∗u ! and 1 atin∗u

/!.

– Input (msg, u, m, v) at outsim? / Output
(send, m, v) at in∗u ! and 1 atin∗u

/!.
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Figure 7. Simulator for secure message trans-
mission.

– Input (initialized, u) at out∗v? / Output
(initialize, u, v) at insim! and 1 atinsim

/!.

– Input (received blindly, u, i) at out∗v? / Output
(select, u, i, v) at insim! and 1 atinsim

/!.

– Input (received, u, m) at out∗v? / Output
(send, u, m, v) at insim! and 1 atinsim

/!.

• M∗
u,H, for u ∈ H, equalsM′

u,H with the following
modifications:

– It has an additional portout∗u
/! which it sets to

1 for every output atout∗u ! (so that the outputs
“pass up” throughMux).

– Upon input(send blindly, i, l, v) at in∗u?, it be-
haves like M′

u,H on input (send, m, v) with
len(m) = l, but instead of computingsig ←
signsksu ,scu

(u, m, v) it just computes the length
l∗ of any suchsig using the algorithmsig len.
It outputs(encrypt blindly, pkev , (u, i, v), l∗) at
inenc,u ! and 1 atinenc,u

/!. Then it waits and con-
tinues likeM′

u,H.

– In “receive”, it acts likeM′
u,H until it receives

a result atoutenc,u?. If this is of the form
(decrypted, sig), then M∗

u,H treats it asM′
u,H

treatssig . If it is of the form(decrypted blindly,
(v′, i, u′)), thenM∗

u,H verifies thatv′ = v and
u′ = u. If yes, it outputs(received blindly, v, i)
atout∗u !.

• Enc∗H equalsEncsim,H with the following modifica-
tion:

– An arrayblind ciphers replacesciphers .

– Instead of inputs(encrypt, . . .), it accepts inputs
(encrypt blindly, pke,mid , l∗). Heremid ∈ Σ∗

is a message identifier. If it finds the desired
tuple in keys (otherwise the result is↓), it be-
haves likeEncsim,H on input (encrypt, pke, m)
with len(m) = l∗, and it stores(mid , pke, c) in
blind ciphers .

– In “decrypt”, it looks for a tuple(mid , pke, c)
in blind ciphers . If it finds one, it outputs
(decrypted blindly,mid). Otherwise, it decrypts
and outputs the resultm as(decrypted, m).

To prove the correctness of this simulator we have to
compare configurationsconfsr := (M̂ ′

H,SH, H, A) and
confid := ({THH},SH, H, SimH(A)), called semi-real and
ideal configuration. The overall idea of this proof is to de-
fine a mappingφ from runs ofconfsr to runs ofconfid, ex-
cept for negligible subsets on both sides; we call them “error
sets.” φ must respect probabilities and the views ofA and
H in runsρ andφ(ρ) must be equal. In our case, we can
simply defineφ state-wise, and only for states before and
after switching steps ofH andA; this is sufficient because
only the views ofH andA must be identical.

We show thatφ(δsr(σsr)) = δid(φ(σsr)) for all statesσsr

reachable inconfsr, except for the error sets. Hereδsr and
δid denote the overall probabilistic transition functions. The
error sets will consist of the runs where the adversary suc-
cessfully forges a signature.

Mapping φ: Let a stateσsr of confsr be given; we define
the components ofσid := φ(σsr). Large parts of the map-
ping are trivial:

• The states ofH andA are mapped identically.

• The states of all buffers with the same name in both
systems are mapped identically, and so is the sched-
uled port.16

• The remaining buffers inσid are always empty.17

• Security parameters are mapped identically and not
mentioned again.

Now we map the joint states ofM′
u,H for all u ∈ H and

Encsim,H to states ofTHH andSimH. The state ofSimH

consists of those ofMux, the machinesM∗
u,H, andEnc∗H.

• Mux is state-less.

16These areĩnu , õutu , ĩnenc,u , ˜outenc,u , ñetu,v , ñetav,u , ãutu,v ,

ãutdu,v , ãutv,u for all u ∈ H, v ∈ M, and the buffers betweenH and
A.

17Recall that we only map states before or afterH or A switches. The
buffers arẽinsim, õutsim andĩn∗u , õut∗u for all u ∈ H.



• Key-related variables:

– The array init∗ of THH is derived from the
arrays init•,u of the machinesM′

u,H: We set
init∗v,u := 1 wheneverinitv,u 6= (), else
init∗v,u := 0.

– Each arrayinit•,u of a machineM∗
u,H equals that

in M′
u,H.

– The counterkc and the listkeys of Enc∗H equal
those inEncsim,H.

• Message-related variables: In the semi-real configura-
tion, M′

u,H contains a counterscu , andEncsim,H the
list ciphers . In the ideal configuration,THH contains
counterssc∗u and an arraydeliver∗, while M∗

u,H con-
tains countersscu , andEnc∗H the listblind ciphers .

– The countersscu in M∗
u,H andsc∗u in THH equal

scu in M′
u,H.

– Each entrye := ciphers [j] 6= ↓ is of the form
e = (sig , pke, c) andsig of the form((u, m, v),
sig ′) with u, v ∈ H. Givenciphers , let indu,v(j)
denote the number of entries up to (and includ-
ing) ciphers [j] with the given valuesu, v. Hence
for each such entrye we can seti := indu,v(j)
and

∗ blind ciphers [j] := ((u, i, v), pke, c) and

∗ deliver∗
u,v [i ] = m.

The proof of the correctness of this mapping is a rela-
tively straightforward but tedious exercise; see [31]. More
precisely, this proof shows that all steps of the runs are
matched byφ, and thus the views ofA andH are identi-
cal, except if the run of the ideal system belongs to a set
Forgeriesv ,k with v ∈ H. In each such run, the adver-
sary has produced a signature with a keysksv of the correct
machineM∗

v,H under a message that this machine had not
signed. These runs and the forged signatures in them are
efficiently recognizable.

Runs with forged signatures. The overall statement now
follows from the security of the signature scheme.

The proof is a standard reduction: We show that
each sequence(Forgeriesv ,k )k∈N has negligible probabil-
ity. Then the sequence of the overall sets of exceptions,
(Forgeriesk )k∈N with Forgeriesk := ∪v∈HForgeriesv ,k is
also negligible.

Assume the contrary for somev. We then construct an
adversaryAsig against the signature scheme: On input a
public keypks , it runsconfid with pks aspksv , using the sig-
nature oracle for all signatures with the now unknownsksv .
It verifies on-line whether the run belongs toForgeriesv ,k .

If yes, it outputs the forged signature. The success prob-
ability of Asig for a security parameterk is precisely the
probability ofForgeriesv ,k .

6. Summary

We have presented a rigorous model for secure reac-
tive systems with cryptographic parts in asynchronous net-
works (Section 2) and a composition theorem for it (Sec-
tion 4). Common types of cryptographic systems and their
trust models can be expressed in this model, in particular
systems with static or adaptive adversaries (Section 3).

As design principles, we propose to keep specifications
abstract, i.e., free of all implementation details, and to ex-
plicitly include all tolerable imperfections. This allows the
cryptographically verified systems to be used as building
blocks for systems that are then subject to formal verifica-
tion. As an example of this specification methodology we
provided the first abstract and complete specification for Se-
cure Message Transmission, and verified a concrete imple-
mentation (Section 5). This is based on a theorem about the
security of encryption in a reactive setting, which may be of
independent interest.

Future work will include actually using a formal lan-
guage to express the abstract specifications and examples
where the composition theorem is applied based on such
specifications. We already used it in the example, but based
on Theorem 5.2 with a non-abstract ideal system; we only
regard the final ideal system of Theorem 5.1 as abstract.
Nevertheless, it might be interesting to see how far even the
lower-level proofs could be supported by tools.
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